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Spear Asks
For Mayor
Candidates

Number 22

Special Senate Committee
Recommends Adoption
Of High School Program

Office Holds New
Re?wcf,rds This Year

-An Editorial-

Weekend Would Be
Held Next Spring

Don Spear, Maine Day mayoralty
chairman, has announced that the "hatring" is open for all prospective canBY PI RI I'
,EON PFI41.
didates for mayor. Spear said that
(:eneral Senate
all students interested in entering the
its approval to a special commitrace should turn their names in to
Mrs. Katherine M. Rankin in the
e feel that we can speak for a tee.s reel antnetidatifins that high
,o1 seniors spend a '0 rek end
Dean of Men's office.
I,rge number of :nen either in
at
the
Vniversitv neNt 5pr1nt4.
Fitin
a
or on their way there in
A meeting of all candidates will be
thanking the student body and the
The ret•onnnendatnins, subject
held in the Carnegie Committee n.oin,
favalty of the University of Maine to consideration by the ConunitFriday. April 18, at 3 p.m.
for their outstanding response to ice
fl Administrati(m were
"This meeting is for all of those who
the campus BI I Drive.
drafted iiy a ctainnittee heoded by
have any intention of running for
The original quota of pledges Paul Butler.
mayor," Spear said.
The recommendation::
v.
as
numbered at 300. Already more
General Senate action during the
4 1 ) That a high scl.00l \%tuk
than
400
pledge
cards
have been
end,
past winter has added new rewards
-rerei..e41 by the Drive committee the details of which w ill he explained
to the office of mayor. This yLar the
with many more expected before to the committee on Administration
mayor will receive a 16-inch gold key
the
actual donating begins at 1:00 by the special Senate commute,, be
and two free tickets to all campus-wide:
p.m.
Monday. Such a return, from held on campus in March 1953.
activities.
our viewpoint, speaks for itself as
(21 That the University AdminisHarold Bruce, head of the Bookto
the
vivid
awareness
tration
Mary
Jean
of
investigate the possibility of
McIntire,
the
stuPanhell
President
, gets a helping hand
store, has added an addiitonal treat.
dents of the importance of the using students as guides for visiting
froin Fran Dion (left ) and Carol Prentiss as she tries
on her
"Free cokes for the mayor in the
Drive.
gown in preparation Ii ir the l'anbell Hall tt int(irrow
high school groups, and as visitors to
night.
bookstore and Carnegie lounge all
high
schools as "ambassadors."
Fittingly,
President Arthur A.
Photo by .4ver
through his reigning year," Mr. Bruce.
Hauck
(3)
and
Col.
Lt.
That, if possible. the University
William M.
said.
Summers. head of di . military de- hold an "open house" for high school
The mayoralty campaign, a colorpartment. will be donating the first students on May 10, 1952.
ful tradition of Maine Day, is a fourtwo pints of bl I. let. the great- (4) That a committee be appointed
day affair which will be climaxed
est percentage. by far, will come now by the General Senate to make
Monday night, May 12, in Memorial
fr
the students.
preparations for the 1953 high school
The annual Panhellenic Ball. spongym with each candidate displaying his
Heading the committee in charge. Because of the limited facilities
week
of
end.
•,olitical wares before the student body. sored by the Panhellenic Council.
will of the dance is Carol Prentiss. Her the blood
bile. only 250 pints of
t
SiThat
the General Student Senate
The mayoralty election will be held be held tomorrow evening, April 18, committee
includes Mary Rose Car- bl I can be collected at this time. make known these plans, if approved.
jointly with the General Student Elec- from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m. in Memorial rillo, decorations; Dorothy A. Leon- Many persons will be unable to do- to the Maine Intercollegiate Contions May 13.
nate because of minor physical ference to be held
Gymnasium. The dance is formal but ard, programs and flowers;
April 26, and seek
Ruth catt-e..
The installation of the new mayor requires no flowers.
Some students will not be the cooperation of other Maine
colleges
Moulton,
refreshmen
ts;
Joan
Reifle.
\N ill follow the mid-day float parade on
culled at all.
in :pon:oring similar week ends.
The gymnasium will be decorated
miscellaneous; and Norma Stnaha.
airy Day. May 14,
These facts will in no way P.hOW
in a Grecian theme with blue being the
(Continued on Pape Two)
invitations.
discredit to those concerned. On
predominate color.
Their assistants are Glenice Bates. the contrary, it gkes ungarnish
ed
The Greek Letters, naming themDorothy Curtis, Constance Hirst, proof that a c plete cross sec
•
selves after the theme of the dance,
Mary :McInnis. Ruth Mitchell, and of the campus community
has rewill provide the music. This orchestra
Helen Strong. Each sorority is rep- sp led tar an important call
...
is a combination of musicians from the
resented in this group.
hive senitir women have been nomi- orchestras
and ',roved to the collecting authoriMarguerite ( Flutter) Floyd copped
of Al Halliday, Don Lord,
nated as candidates for the Senior
Bill Heyne will be in charge of the ties that a return trip by the unit first place in the interpretive
and Ray McHenry. Lee Dyment is
reading
Watch Award by the Women's Stu- their
checkroom.
will be as rewarding as this one.
contest of the Third Annual New
agent.
dent Government Association Council.
England Forensic Conference. held last
Chaperons And Guests
The nominees are Marguerite Floyd.
week end at M.I.T.
Chaperons
for
the
ball
are Dean and
Jeanne Frye, Mary Jean McIntire.
Five University student:, Joanne
Mrs. Edward N. Brush and Mr. and
Margaret Murray. and Jeatmett Pratt.
Snicker.
George Hersey. Ray Cox,
Mrs. Donald V. Taverner. Special
These will be voted on at the annual
Larry
Wright,
and Miss Floyd. repreguests
include
elections.
,,,vsG.‘
President and Mrs.
sented Maine at the conference.
Arthur A. Hauck, Mr. and Mrs.
Prof. Wofford Gardner. head of the
The Portland Alumnae Memorial Charles E. Crossland,
Dean Edith G. The third annual Talent Show,sponspeech department. was named presiWatch is presented annually by the ‘Vilson, Dean and
Mrs. John E. sored this year by the junior class,
Portland Club of University Women Stewart, and
dent ()I the New England group.
Mr. and Mrs. Hastings will be presented in the Memorial Gym
Maine speakers and debaters enI'' a woman member of the graduating Bartley plus patrons and
patronesses, at 8 p.m. Saturday night.
tered
four t vents and placed skcamd
class.
advisors and guests of each sorority.
Entitled "The '53 Follies," the show
and better in each one ol them. Said
Highlight of the evening will be the will be a vaudeville presentatio
n in
Prof. Gardner, "The Maine team, on
University 2-Year-Old
presentation of next year's sorority modern surroundings.
the over all basis, considering all four
presidents. Mary Jean McIntire, reIs Sleepstakes Winner
Zinas "Zeke" Mavodones and Charevents, made the best showing of any
tiring president of Panhellenic Council, lotte Troubh head
I one of the other schools."
the committee.
Keith Porter, 2-year-old son of Mr. will introduce her successor, who will
The talent for the show comes from
Maine united in fifth place out of the
and Mrs. Oakley K. Porter of South introduce this year's sorority presiUniversity students. For the past two
14 schools competing in the es ell.
Apartments, is not the type of young dents. Each incumbent will introduce
weeks, the committee has been lining
man to let anything upset him. Last and present flowers to her successor.
up student performers to appear on
Goodwill Chest Drive
week, while accompanying his Mom
the program.
and Dad at the Bangor Better Homes
1
)
a
' SO* I Total Reaches $2370
Acts range from tumbling teams to
Show, his name was entered for one Scholar
hillbilly music to piano renditions of
ship
Assembl
y
The Goodwill Ch,
has e4illected
•#
of the door prizes.
the classics. In addition, there will he
.
1
$2370.11.
This
figure
unitive.
is
of
slightly
nine
the
larger
honor
Late in the evening Keith, sound
various selections of old and rmxlern
than that reached last year.
asleep in his mother's arms, was car- societies with chapters at the Uni- jazz.
Cynthia Ne1-4,n i.
The total amount breaks down as
ried to the stage when his name was versity have announced their annual
Prizes donated by Bangor and hearsing for her part in Saturfollows
: students, $1688.89; faculty,
Scholarshi
Assembly
p
will be held Orono merchants will he
called and collected a kitchen table
awarded to day night's Talent Show.
$340;
organizatio
May
5.
ns. $187.05; and facchairs
valued at one hundred
and four
the winners. Judges will be Prof.
ulty auction, $153.57.
dollars. Keith sleep through the entire
Established in 1927, the assembly Richard C. Hill. Mr. Irving Pierce,
have an opportunity to perform at the
Although molts y is still dribbling
affair and could not be disturbed for will be presented this year for the and Zeke Mavodones.
Beaux Arts Ball accompanied by Ray in. thrive officials
do not expect the to25th consecutive time.
a comment.
The acts chosen by the judges will Eberle and his orchestra.
tal to go much higher.

Blood Donors

Are Praised

Panhellenic To Introduce New
President At Dance Tomorrow

Five Are Nominated
For Watch Award

Flutter Floyd Wins
Forensic Contest

Juniors To Present Talent Show
At Memorial Gym Saturday
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SummerSession
Plans Released
By Dean Shibles

Oron

Orono, Maine, April 17, 1952

Ja
HE

Beaux Arts Ball Symphony Is
With Ray Eberle Well Received
Set For May 2 In Concert Here

Dean Mark R. Shibles, director of
Ray Eberle's orchestra has been
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra,
the summer session, announces that
signed to play for the Juniors' Beaux under the direction of Prof. Adelbert
Arts Ball by Joan Nutt and Charles W. Sprague, played before an audience
170 courses will be offered this year.
Fassett, co-chairmen of the orchestra of about 1200 in the Memorial GymThey will range from studies in agricommittee.
nasium last Tuesday morning.
culture to zoology. Summer session
runs from July 7 to August 15.
Scheduled for Friday night, May 2, A regular feature on the school
the third annual costume dance will calendar, it was the 7th general asThe workshop method of training
feature as intermission entertainment sembly of the school year.
has been reinstated for this summer.
winners of the Junior Class Talent
Each shop will have its own director
The program featured selections
Show
to be held Saturday night in from Elgar, Beethoven,
and staff of consultants. Last year's
Saint-Saens,
Memorial Gymnasium.
program did not carry the workshop
Massenet, and Strauss.
training. The workshops have been
The Beaux Arts Ball of 1952 will
The overture to Offenbach's "Orbe called "Flight Fantastique."
reinstated in accordance with popular
pheus in the Underworld" received
demand. Registration for the workThe name for the annual junior enthusiastic applause.
class extravaganza was announced
shops will be held in the AdministraDirector Sprague graduated from
early this week by dance chairmen Al the University of Maine in 1905 and
tion Building July 28.
Walden and Chet Campbell. "Flight later became head of the music deOver one-hundred faculty members
Fantastique,"
which was chosen to partment. In recognition of his diswill teach the various courses. Fifty
symbolize an imaginary trip through tinguished service to music in Maine,
of these are resident teachers, fortyspace, is also the theme of the costume the University conferred upon him an
seven are visiting, and seven are affiliaffair.
honorary degree of Doctor of Music
ated instructors. There will be several
nationally known educators on the
"The name should suggest a limit- in 1947 at the time of his retirement.
less number of costumes," quipped He was also made Professor Emeristaff.
Phil Nectow, a sophomore and a newcomer to Maine Masque
junior class president "Duke" Walters, tus of Music at that time.
Five special courses are scheduled
circles, will appear in the lead role of the Masque's production
"in fact, an infinitesimal number."
for July 7-25. These are: Unitary
of "Detective Story." The former Broadway play was more
Teaching; Remedial Reading; The
Walden and Campbell hastened to
recently a hit moving picture. The Masque will present the play
explain the costume situation. They
Mature Mind; Secondary Schools
in the Little Theatre May 7, 8. 9. and 10. Photo hr Marcoztx
Forensic Program; The School, Comsaid that costumes will not be limited
munity, and The Juvenile.
to those having some direct bearing on
interplanetary travel. Any costume
Said Dean Shibles, "The summer
will be deemed suitable by the ball
session is designed to meet the needs
Philip Nectow, twenty-year old
Detective Story will mark Philip committee, since its Beaux Arts uni(Continued from Page One)
of educators, regularly enrolled colsophomore,
will
play
the
lead
role
of
Nectow's
first appearance with the verse will be fit for travel by all manlege students, and those who seek
Working with Butler on the special
cultural and professional growth in Detective Jim McLeod in the Maine Maine Masque Theatre, although he ner of people.
committee were Senate members Diane
specific fields. Teachers, counselors, Masque's production of Detective has had previous acting experience in
The Beaux Arts committee held a Draper, Madeline Howard, Norma
supervisors, and school administrators Story, Professor Herschel L. Bricker high school productions at Deering joint poster party with the "Fifty- Jose, Lennart Nelson, and Duke Walwill find this six-week period of study has announced. The role of McLeod's High School. An economics major, he three Follies" committee in South ters.
provides an unusual opportunity for wife will be taken by Marjorie Cross is a member of Tau Epsilon Phi frater- Estabrooke Recreation room last SatThe primary purpose of the week
professional improvement."
with other major parts held by John nity and is active in Hillel and in De- urday to pool ideas and talent. The end, the special committee said in its
"Follies," which is replacing the Pine report, is to encourage as many
Davis, Dwight Frye, Duncan (Sandy) bate.
high
A pint? Of your blood? For Korea? Cameron, Steve Perkins, Richard LudMembers of the cast include: Harry Needle Talent Show this year and school students as possible to enter
That's the least you can do
wig, and Mary Libby.
Henderson, Joanne San Antonio, will be held next Saturday night, is college and at the same time help
Paul Marsden, Diana Hardwick, Rob- also being sponsored by the junior combat the drop in student enrollment.
Initial action on the week end idea
ert McTaggart, Leon Berkowitz, Ben class.
was taken at a General Senate meetPike, Bob Chase, David Haskell, Joan
ing in March when Senate member
Reynolds, Bill White, Melvin Fuller, Littlefield Is Elected
GET READY FOR
Don Spear, prompted by an editorial
Carleton Guptill, Frances Brown,
President Of MCA Group in
the Maine Campus, moved that a
Marjorie Robbins, Paul Sennett, Leo
OUTDOOR FUN!
LaChance, Don McAllister, Gerald
special
committee be appointed by
Newly elected officers of the Maine
O'Shea, Lenny Silver, John Brewer, Christian Association are Neil Little- Senate President Greg Marfarlan to
Eini Riutta, Ed Johnson, Hal Thomas, field, president; Jan Griswold, vice consider such a week end.
Peter Standley, John Flueck, Alton president; Ruth Bartlett, secretary; Election Date Set
Cole, Roger Bowman, Willard Butler, and Charles Hussey, treasurer.
Other business conducted by the
and Dick Goodin.
Installation of these officers will be Senate recently includes setting the
Stage Manager for the production is held in the Little Theatre on Sunday dates for the General Senate and
mayoralty elections. Both elections
Joanne SanAntonio.
morning, April 20.
•CREASE-RESISTANT
will be held Tuesday, May 13.
The Senate has set April 22 as the
•PLAIN or PLEATED
date for the next regular Senate meetIn Regulars and Short
ing when nominations for offices in
models, and colors:
the Senate will be made by Senate
Navy, Lt. Blue, Gray,
members. Senate President Macfarlan
Brown, Teal and Tan.
urged that the names of all possible
candidates be made known at this
SIZES to fit YOU!
meeting.
Elected as chairman of the nominaJohn Reed king, M.C. and Quiz-master
tions committee was Ted Spencer.
Spencer replaces Sewall Hobson wl.o
Crik„
*
has withdrawn from the University.
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High School Plan
Recommended By
Senate Committee

'Detective Story' Cast Named

Gabardine
SLACKS

Want to enjoy an interesting
television show? Tune in ...

TOOTSIE HIPPODROME

7.95

uS4crs

ANIMALS
OTHER SLACKS

Quivss
CLOwivs

issAk0i3

*

Including TWEEDS
and FLANNELS, etc.

&NCI°N

4.95 to 14.95
Prices Plus Tax
Consult IT section ot
your local newspaper
/or time and station.

A Show that College Students will find
relaxing, lively and entertaining!

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

The makers of that delicious, chocolaty TOOTSIE ROLL
bring you one of the finest shows of its kind ever to be
televised . fast-moving, full of fun, entertainment and en.
joy ment. Prizes are awarded every performance. TOOTSIE
HIPPODROME is a circus and quiz show rolled into one
TUNE IN. And enjoy those tasty,chewy TOOTSIE ROLLS,too

Sigma Chi Observes
50th Anniversary

Dov
On

More than 300 Sigma Chis are expected to gather this week end as the
local chapter of that fraternity celebrates its 50th anniversary on the
Maine campus.
The two-day celebration will feature a mock New Year's Eve party to
usher in the next 50 years, a humorous two-hour pageant of the historical
highlights of the chapter, and a timecapsule burial ceremony.
The highlight of the celebration will
be a banquet-dance at Lucerne-inMaine, Saturday night, with music by
Ray McHenry's orchestra.
Along with all the alumni of th
chapter, many prominent members o
the national fraternity have been in
ited, as have several notables fro
the university.
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Jan Abbott Says Armed Forces Plan Payne Stresses Music Night Ends
Her Dad's Horse Information Series Quoddy Project Concert Series
Will Win Derby
In Talk Here
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

A

All branches of the military service,
will be represented here in an Armed
Forces Information Program to be
held April 28-30.
BY BILL MATSON
The program, consisting of lectures,
Nobody can blame Janet Abbott, discussions, and movies, will give inColvin Hall sophomore, for walking terested students an opportunity to see
with her head in the clouds these days. what the various service branches
After all, it isn't every girl whose have to offer.
father owns a race horse that is one
The Air Force will open the series
of the favorites to capture this year's
of meetings Monday afternoon, April
Kentucky Derby, at Louisville, Ken28, with several showings of two films
tucky.
about the Air Force. Members of the
Actually, Blue Man, owned by Jan's service will discuss benefits of the
father, Arthur W. Abbott, is the first branch. Following the movies, a quesMaine horse to be entered in the "Run tion and answer period will be held.
for the Roses."
The Navy and Marine Corps will
Although he now lives in Rye, New hold afternoon and evening meetings
York, Jan's father is a Portland native. April 29. The Navy program has not
A member of the University of Maine as yet been announced. The Marine
graduating class of 1914, he was a Corp will show slides and hold interprominent undergraduate. He was a views.
Gov. FREDERICK G.PAYNE
member of the Senior Skulls as well
A film and talk given by joint
Governor Frederick G. Payne called
as Baseball captain for two years.
Army-Air Force recruiters is sched- for an
"aroused interest in governBlue Man is a true thoroughbred
uled for April 30.
ment especially by the young people"
racer having Man 0' War blood on
All of the services will give informa- in a speech before the Maine Governboth sides of his ancestry.
tion
on their reserve programs and ment class last Thursday.
Oddly enough, Janet does not do
branches.
women's
any horseback riding herself. But
Speaking briefly about his duties
Students desiring further informa- as Governor in an average day, he
when asked "Has Blue Man got a
chance in the Derby?" she countered tion about this program can contact reported on the Quoddy project and
with, "Chance, why there's no doubt Director of Student Aid and Place- the development of Maine industries.
in my mind that he's going to win." ment Brockway in Room 66, Library. He explained that with the present
power rate an industry in Maine can't
And Janet is not alone in this preaffard to compete with those in other
diction. Following Saturday's Ex- Modern Dance Club
sections of the country.
perimental Free Handicap No. 2 at
Jamaica in which Blue Man came Will Go To Portland
Optimistic about Maine's chances of
from way in the rear with a brilliant
The Modern Dance club will par- getting the Quoddy power source,
stretch drive to snare the top prize
ticipate in the eastern district conven- Payne said that in a conference with
money of $19,000. In doing it, Blue
tion of the American Association for President Truman, Truman said,
Man ran the fastest mile and one-sixHealth, Physical Education, and Rec- "Now everything should be done to
teenth since the race was started in
reation in Portland from April 27 to make Quoddy possible."
1946.
May 1.
•
Also on the list of Blue Man's recent
DRINK
for ColDance
"Modern
Entitled
victories is a division of the $50,000
demondance
convention
the
leges,"
Flamingo at Hialeah on March 1.
strations will take place April 30 under
Abbott will enter the three-year-old
direction of Miss Eileen Cassidy of
the
colt in the Derby Trial at Kneeland
Physical Education Dept.
Maine's
Bangor 2-214-8
on April 24.
Janet was a bit sad about not being
able to see Blue Man run in the Derby.
But she was quick to add that she is
Itersikker Federal Reserve Rank
planning to go to Portland to view the
race over television.
She continued along with the point
that the whole family is rooting for
the horse. "My father has owned
plenty of horses," she said, "but this
Blue Man is something special. Why
Young men and women will
during our spring vacation I had one
always find this banking inof my roommates visiting me, and she
stitution interested and helpwas amazed to see how we carried on
ful in their business progress.
over that horse. We went out to
Responsibility is reflected by
watch him train at least once a day,"
COTTON GABARDINE
a checking account, which is
she stated.
also a factor in establishing
Asked if she planned to wager anycredit
and standing.
thing on Blue Man in the Derby, Jan
to
candidly replied, "Oh yes, I plan
WASHABLE
support him."
So, on May 3, Maine students will
Gray—Suntan—
not be prosecuted by the Grand Jury if
Deep Green
they listen to the Kentucky Derby and
try to root Blue Man across the wire

GRANT'S
Milk
phone

141;1Popular for
Campus Wear 1

CHINO
PANTS

Low Price

Dow Aids Research
On Maine Counties
Prof. Edward F. Dow, head of the
history and government department,
has recently been hired as a technical
assistant to the Maine Legislative Research committee in its study of county
government.
The committee, headed by Senator
Frederick N. Allen of Portland, is
studying the organization and functions of the officers of Maine counties
in regard to their duties. Prof. Dow's
work will consist of interviewing county officials, studying county reports,
and compiling data thus attained.
The committee, formed by the 1951
Legislature, will complete its work by
October.
A pint? Of your blood? For Korea?
That's the least you can do!

3.98

The
Merrill
Trust Company

The Annual Music Night, this year
a part of the University Concert Series,
will be held Thursday, April 24, in the
Memorial Gymnasium, at 8:15 p.m.
An Intercollegiate Senate ConferA special feature this year, and of- ence sponsored by U. of M. General
fered for the first time at the UniversiSenate, will be held on campus Saturty, will be "Six Sea Shanties" sung
by selected male members of the Glee day, April 26. Bates, Bowdoin, Colby,
Club. This number requires the use and Maine will participate.
Highlights of the conference will
of two grand pianos and six timpani.
The winner of the Mu Alpha Epsi- be afternoon panel discussions by
lon award will be announced at the each of the four schools. Subjects
cencert. This award is made annually to be discussed are freshman oriento a senior for outstanding contribu- tation (Bates), student-faculty-admintion and leadership to the musical life istration communications and contacts
of the University.
(Maine), student participation and atThe program will open with two titudes (Colby), and areas of interpieces by the orchestra, March by collegiate exchange (Bowdoin).
Following the major panels a group
Handel and Symphony No. 5 in c
minor. The Glee Club will sing discussion will be held among all four
"Lover's Calendar," by Lawrence. colleges in which the main points in
The Band will then play "Overture," each panel discussion will be brought
together.
by Massenet.
At noon, a luncheon will take place
Brahms' "Six German Folk Songs"
by the Madrigal Singers will be fol- in the downstairs dining room of Estalowed with four short pieces by the brooke Hall. A speaker for the lunchOrchestra. Next will come the fea- eon is yet to be announced by Jan
tured Six Sea Shanties by McPhee. Boyce, chairman for the conference.
entitled "Lowlands Away," "Billy
A general meeting will precede the
Boy," "Storm-a-long," "What Shall luncheon. The meeting will serve as
We Do With a Drunken Sailor?" a short introduction to student govern"Tom's Gone to Hilo," and "Highland ment progress and problems on the
Laddie." The concert will end with campus of each participating school.
Hadley's Silhouettes Op. 77, played by
Registration at North Estabrooke
the Band.
Hall will open the conference proTickets are being sold by Mu Alpha gram. Registration fee for each school
Epsilon members and at Room 76 in is $5 and includes the cost of the
the Library.
luncheon.

•

New Franklin Laundry
SHIRT AND DRY CLEANING SERVICE
On Campus every day
125 Fern St.

PARK MUSEUM' COMP III
••••••••••••••,./....

BIJOU
n.14.01k
April 16, 17, 18
"A STREETCAR NAMED
DESIRE"
Vivien Leigh.
Brando,
Marlon
Kim Hunter. Karl Malden
April 19, 20, 21, 22
"FLAMING FEATHER"
In Technicolor
Sterling Hayden, Forrest
Tucker, Arleen Whelan,
Richard Arlen

Opera loose

Fits 'em all
Coming Apr. 17, 18, 19
"BUGLES IN THE AFTERNOON"
In Technicolor
Ray Milland, Helena Carter,
Hugh Marlowe, Forrest Tucker

$S PICKIRIN41 SO.

April 20, 21, 22, 23
"THE BATTLE AT APACIIE
PASS"
In Technicolor
John Lund, Jeff Chandler,
and Susan Cabot

5TRPPID'
0110\0
Fri. & Sat.. Apr. 18, 19
Cornet Wilde. Maureen O'Hara
"AT SWORDSPOIN'r"
(Technicolor)
Sat. Matinee 2:30 ; 6:30-8:21

Sun. & Mon., Apr. 20. 21
Carey Grant, Betsey 1)1-A,
"ROOM FOR ONE MORE"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:18

PARK
BANGOIt

John Paul

Tel. 6489

'I OUR LATINT OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

Short or tall ...

Big or small

Bangor

•

With twelve offices In
East•rn Maine
Member Fed•tal Deposit Insurestee Corp.

College Senates
To Hold Meeting
Here April 26

April 16. 17
SPY"
FAVORITE
"MY
Bob Hope, Hedy Lamarr
"YOUNG SCARFACE"
Richard Attenborough
Carol Marsh
April 18, 19
"RED SKIES OF MONTANA"
in Color
Richard Widmark, Constance
Smith, Jeffrey Hunter, and
Richard Boone

Tuesday, Apr. 22
\ Tina Neagle, Trevor Howard
"ODEITE"
One of the foreign films
requested by the U. of M.
Feature at 0:30 and 8:30
Wed. & Thurs., Apr. 23,24
Double Feature
Wayne Morris, Adrian Booth
"YELLOWFIN"
6:30-9:17
Also
Dale Robertson, Joanne Drti

"RENEGADE TRAIL"
William "Hopalong Cassidy"
"RETURN OF THE TEXAN"
Boyd, George "Gabby" Hayes,
9.19
and Russell Hayden
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1 :30 p.m. to
11:00
e...11,11,11,•••••••••••
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Bill Writes From Munson-ni

A Concert Series Lifeline
We think the University of Maine is one of the finest schools
of its size in the country. Its curriculum is well-rounded. Its
buildings are in good repair. Its facilities are up to date. Its
faculty is excellent. Its campus is beautiful. And its student
body presents a pleasing cross-section of Americana. In other
words we like it here.
But at times, even in a University such as ours, a great
disparity in values appears.
Each semester every student on this campus pays a $13
student activities fee. Nearly all of this fee is turned over to the
athletic department. And each student is allowed to attend any
home athletic contest on the activities ticket which he receives
upon payment of the fee. Taking into consideration the number
of home athletic contests per semester, the average price of admission to these events is ridiculously low.
But what of the students, and there would appear to be
more than a few, who do not wish to attend any athletic contests?
Must they fork over good "folding money" to go to other events
of their choice while the activities ticket languishes unused in
their pockets?
We have no quarrel with the athletic department. We do
not think it is receiving more than its due. In times such as
these, with athletic scandal knocking on the ivy portals of colleges throughout the country, we think that Maine has done a
remarkable job of keeping its athletic policy sane.
And yet we join many students in lamenting the passing of
the University Concert series. Perhaps the series has not yet
sung its death song, but we have it from reliable sources that it
is dying of financial starvation.
One student suggested in a letter to the Campus a few weeks
back that the student body should not be convicted verbally of
non-support of the Concert series. She admitted that she for
one found it necessary to think twice before laying $1.20 on the
line for a ticket to any event.
Since receiving that letter, we have been giving the matter
some thought. We would like to offer the following suggestion
to the General Senate, in the hopes that that body may be in a
position to take some action to preserve the Concert series for
succeeding University generations.
Place a referendum question on the ballot at General Student elections this spring asking: WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO HAVE ONE DOLLAR ADDED TO YOUR
ACTIVITIES FEE EACH SEMESTER WHICH WOULD
ALLOW YOU TO ATTEND EACH UNIVERSITY CONCERT ON YOUR ACTIVITIES TICKET?
One dollar collected from each student on campus would
total $2800 per semester, which when added to the amount collected from faculty and outside ticket sales would bring the total
well over $3000 per semester. For this sum, the University
could bring three "good" concerts to the campus each semester
which every student could attend at a unit cost of 335/i cents per
concert.
And perhaps the University, on its part, might add to the
variety of its Concert series by presenting concerts by one or
two top "jazz" or "swing" groups each year.
It sounds like a bargain basement price to us, but perhaps
we're prejudiced. How about YOU?
• • •
The Maine Campus takes this opportunity to congratulate
the members of the campus Blood Drive committee on their tireless efforts to make the Drive the success it is. A job well done.
Walt Sehurman
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Mary
Ellen Chalmers
BUSINESS MANAGER
Bill Matson
MANAGING EDITOR
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—Dave Getchell (City Editor); Doug
Kneeland (Editorial Page): Dana Warren (Sports) ; Frances Dion
(Society) ; Paul Marcoux (Photography); Perleston Pert, Jr.(Makeup).
REPORTERS—Dave Brezger, Stan Ferguson, Helen Johnson, Ellen
Levinson, Bob Ostreicher, Dick Schurman, Lenny Silver, Dick Stephens,
Marjorie 'Wylde, Art Traub, Rosemary Ferris, Tony Shannon, Margaret
Thomas. Gladys Armstrong, Ben Pike. John Ertha, Mary Porter.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Bryce McEwen, circulation manager; Paul
Dinsmore, advertising manager; Roland Kneeland, Edward Coffin, Marjory Robbins, Bernard Gardner, Elden Wixson, circulation assistants;
Bella Frazier, business secretary; Robert Goodell, David Fox, advertising
assistants.
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Either you get me in the Talent Show or I stop doing your
Calculus Homework.

Yak-Yak-Yak
BY BEN PIKE
One thing that should be compulsory in college is a course in English
exposition for prospective authors of
textbooks. Sometimes I think the only
books these persons have read are
Webster's Dictionary and the Encylopedia Brittanica. It seems to me that
a lot of the subject material in textbooks could be put across in a more
understandable manner. But, then,
maybe I've been reading too many
comic books.
I would like to have someone install a water fountain on campus that
isn't a booby trap. Every time I turn
the knob to get a drink at one of these
fountains, the water disappears into a
measly trickle. Then, when I'm about
to give up hopes, the water shoots
out and strikes every spot on my face
except my mouth. I am hereby declaring a personal revolution on all
water fountains. If not that, I'm going to refrain from washing my face.
* * *
Who'd have thought it?
I. The wife of Shelley, the poet,
wrote Frankenstein. I ain't heard
nothin' 'bout this in English classes.
What's da matter? She a black sheep

or somethin? T' think I had t' read a
comic book t' find dis out!
2. An undertaker by the name of
Almon B. Strowger invented the first
automatic telephone system (a gadget
that was later to grow into the modern
dial system). His business was falling
off, because the old party-line phone
was always busy.
3. John Wayne, Hollywood's most
popular actor, was the screen's first
singing cowboy. Yep, pardner, it's a
fact. 'Course another voice was substituted on the sound track to take the
place of the snarls and growls of "old
hardrock."
*

*

Da poets corner:
Spring is springin'.
Da berds is singin'.
Da class bell's ringin'.
Vacation's gone.
No homework's done.
Dis durn school life
Jest ain't no fun.
Yuk, yuk, yuk.
* * *
Whatever happened to that guy
named Kilroy? I haven't heard from
him for a long time.

One Small Gleam
BY HELEN JOHNSON
"The ideal leader" is the way one
campus personality describes Greg
Macfarlan, president of the General
Student Senate, president of the
senior class, and chairman and member
of various University committees. The
same young lady went on to say that
"a man like Greg comes along only
once in a college generation."
A strong man on organization, Macfarlan is no exception to the old adage
that genius is ten per cent inspiration
and ninety per cent hard work. He
really believes in the importance of
Student Government on the campus
and his work is steadily strengthening
the position of the Student Senate.
Vitally concerned that the voters
know and understand the issues which
confront them, Macfarlan has gone to
quite some lengths to bring the issues
home.

The day that the men were to vote
on the abolition of the Men's Senate
was a Friday. Macfarlan discovered
that the Maine Campus with a story on
the issues was not being delivered
Thursday night as usual. Macfarlan
himself helped with the Campus' delivery that night.
The University is a community he
asserts. As a community it needs an
active government. However, he continues, the student government can be
only as effective as the student body
wants it to be. Under Macfarlan's
leadership the Student Government has
made some attempts at re-organization,
one of these being the abolition of the
Men's Senate.
The Senate under his leadership has
also sponsored a series of leadership
conferences which were responsible in
part for new activities of the Senate.

To The Editor: The news from
Orono that a campaign on the campus
for blood donors is presently meeting
with something less than even halfhearted cooperation motivates me to
write this letter. The news bothers
me, as I'm sure it bothers other Maine
grads who find themselves here in
Korea.
I imagine that back in Orono it's
rather tough to visualize the war that's
going on over here. It's a far cry from
campus activities, it's a relatively easy
thing to put out of your mind. But it's
here, and it's deadly.
We have a lot of blood donors over
here. Well, over 100,000 of them. But
they have donated their blood, unwillingly, to the furtherance of Korean
agriculture rather than the furtherance
of another human's life. Over 10,000
of them had the blood trickle from
their shattered bodies into the mud or
dust or rock of this land without having it replaced. They were the unlucky
ones. They are the dead ones.
Others have been saved. It's a wonderful thing to see a man's life saved
because "Doc" had a jug of blood
available. It's a horrible thing, on the
other hand, to see a man die because
the blood isn't available.
Probably the U. of M. students have
been exposed to numerous appeals to
"Serve Your Country by Donating
Blood" or "Give Your Blood, Give
New Life." It's patriotic, sure. It's
humane, sure. But it's also a darn
nice thing to do, to help save another
person's life without budging from th.
campus at Orono.
That's the basic story. You can save
another person's life with your pint of
blood. You'll probably never be
thanked personally for it, never even
know who has received it. But you'll
thank yourself some day. You'll know
you've helped some fellows who needed
that help more than they ever needed
anything else.
BILL BRENNAN '49
MUNSON-NI, KOREA
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Sidewalks Suggested
To the Editor : I have a complaint,
or better, a suggestion, and I don't
quite know what to do with it. I
thought perhaps you wouldn't mind
taking it off my hands.
As you probably have noticed, there
is no sidewalk accompanying the road
which starts near the faculty parking
space and runs toward the gym (it
parallels the road that passes in front
of Stevens).
I was walking in this road yesterday
(being that there is no sidewalk) heading for the library. Spring had touched
me to the extent that I had dug out
my light-colored jacket and tan pants.
Now, I'm the first to admit that this
get-up is not of tuxedo calibre, yet it
was clean and made me feel good. But
this wasn't for long. Down this same
terrible road came a sedan full of
co-eds and friends and which sailed
by me without even looking my way.
I'm quite accustomed to being ignored
so this didn't bother me; but the
muddy water which they splashed on
me as they passed did bother me.
Being that Maine Day is coming up
right away I would think that this
would be an ideal and much needed
project (sidewalk) to be included. I
know the Maine Day chairman's name
but I don't know where he lives. And
I was afraid if I didn't write and mail
this letter right now, I would never
write it. So, if you will pass this on,
or print it, or do something with it,
I will appreciate it very much.
DAVE HALE
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5th Boys' State Two Towns Name Four European
Announced By U. Of M. Managers Educators To
Director Grady
Lecture Here

$200 Prize Offered
In French Contest

More than 250 invitations have been
Two recent Maine graduates have
A $200 prize scholarship will be
sent to secondary schools in Maine to
accepted positions as town managers
awarded
by the University to the
enter the annual Maine Speech Contest
of two Maine communities.
Maine
winner
of the National French
to be held on campus Saturday, April
Gerald J. Grady, assistant professor
Ronald W. Clifford, '49, will be
Four Europeans and an American Contest according to Prof. Wilmarth
26.
of government and director of the the new town
manager of Lincoln, will pioneer at the University's summer H. Starr, head
of the Department of
The purpose of the contest, spon- American Legion Dingo Boys' State,
April 1. Jerry Haynes, '50, has al- session when they join forces to give Modern
has
Language
announce
s and Classics.
d
that
the
1952 convention
sored by the University and first held
ready started in on his work as town a course in comparative education.
will
open
July
13
The
on
campus
for
scholarsh
seven
ip
has been approved
in 1903, is to encourage better speech
Taking part in the project, which is
manager of Machias.
habits and to stimulate interest in days of instruction in town, country,
reported unique in the history of by President Arthur A. Hauck and the
and state government. Professor Grady
Clifford, who majored in public
speech training.
Amcrican education, will be: L. J. Board of Trustees on Prof. Starr's
is serving his second consecutive year management, was previously town
Divisions of the contest will be exBreure, Steenbergen, The Nether- recommendation. Bates, Bowdoin,
and
as Boys' State director.
manager of Milford.
lands; I. Gwynne Rees, Port Talbot, Colby offered
temporaneous speaking, humorous
the
same
amount
to
College
the
Haynes
instructo
will
be
rs
received
joined
by
a
degree in civil Wales; Algot Teng, Stockholm, Swereading, group discussion, original
winners last year and are expected to
town
managers
engineeri
town
,
ng.
selectmen
He
memwas
,
town
manager
oratory, oratorical declamation, poetry
den: Jean-Jose Valette, St. Germain- do so again.
reading, radio newscasting, and serious bers of the Maine house of representa- of Mars Hill prior to spending nine en-Laye, France; and Dr. Arthur H.
The contest consists of a written and
tives and senate, and judges of Maine months in the Armed forces.
reading.
Moehlnian, University of Iowa.
oral examination sponsored by the
courts as guidance instructors.
The European lecturers will discuss American
Eight students from each school
Association of Teachers of
This is the fifth successive year that WSGA Representatives
the philosophy and basic progress of French.
may praticipate, but only one student
It is open to all secondary
instructi
this
onal
course
has
been
held
education in their respective countries.
from each school may enter each of the
school students in the State.
at the university. Similar courses are To Attend Conference
eight divisions.
Dr. Moehlman x% ill summarize and
held in all 48 states under the auspices
Two representatives of tilt Women's evaluate their discussions in three conJeanne Frye, president of the
Student Government Association will cluding lectures of the series of seven.
New officers of Kappa Sigma fra- of the American Legion.
WSGA, who has recently returned
attend the New England Conference
ternity are Donald Cannon, president;
from practice teaching in Waldoboro,
War is nasty business. Blood- of WSGA at the University of ConJim Butterfield, vice president; Ronald
Love thy neighbor
O.K., how presided at the Tuesday meeting of the
necticut April 18-20.
Perry, treasurer; Robert Watral, sec- donating is easy.
about a pint of blood?
WSGA Council.
retary; Carl Morin, social chairman;
James Young, house manager; and
Roy Raymond, fire warden.

aa PARK'S'
PARK'S
'Mill Street

HARDWARE
& VARIETY
Orono, Maine

•

•

DRINK

GRANT'S
Milk
rIft111`

•

Thurman W. Kaiser (at right), B.S.Ch.E..

it:?Igor 2-2118

Tit PEWR1TER RENTALS
PEWRITERS REPAIRED
RIBBONS
George IL. Hashey
16 Middle St.
Orono, Me.
Tel. 345

Ch.E's at Du Pont
Plant development work is solid background
for a future in chemical engineering

•

PRIZE WINNING

CiOCIS
use the New

.4fICROTOMIC
—till Absolutely Uniform

DatiMITV.3 PEFICIL
•Absolute u&torrnity means &swing,without

"weak spots"— clean, loibte Mail. Famous
for smneth, long-wearing leads. Easily distinguis'Led by bull's-eye decree stamping on 3
sides of ec'ecil. At ycur rimpos Wm.!

The work of production supervisors
at Du Pont, as discussed here last
month, is aimed at getting better
results from existing processes and
equipment.
In contrast, the job of plant development groups is to find ways to
improve methods and products, and
advise management when changes
should be made for economic or technical reasons. Chemical engineers in
this work are responsible for lowering process costs, adapting the product to new uses and improving product quality to obtain a larger share
of the existing market.
These duties provide an understanding of the fundamental aspects
of the business, as well as a broad
view of Company operations. The
training and experience a man gains
as a member of a plant development
group—often a first assignment at
Du Pont— is an excellent background
for any field he may move into later.
Conducting a development study
ususlly involves obtaining data from

Fordhain Universit)
scliool, OF LAW
NEW YORK

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
CO F DI'CATION A I.
Member Assn. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must be College graduates and present full transcript of

College record.
Classcs Begin Sept. 29, 1952
For further information arldres.

Registrar Fordlinm Universit,
School of Law
302 Broadway, New Tort 7, N. T.

H. C. Graham, Jr., B.S.Ch.E., Georgia I. T.
'48,and J.F.Carley,Ph.D.Ch.E., Cornell'51
study a plastic compounder-extractor-extruder
for improvements in making plastics.

Purdue '50, supervises tests of improved process for making neoprene intermediates.

[ FOURTH OF A SERIES I

laboratory, semi-works and plantscale experiments, estimating profits
and investments,and consulting with
sales, research and production personnel, also with auxiliary departments such as Engineering, Chemical and Purchasing, and with outside authorities.
Here are typical problems solved
by plant development groups:
Reid Earnhardt, B.S.M.E., Cornell '44,
M.S.M.E., Carnegie '48, and Rene M. LeClare, M.S.Ch.E., M. I. T. '51, check installation ofimprovements in plant equipment.

John Purdom, B.S.Ch.E., Ohio State '49.
and Kenneth Kehr, B.S.M.E., North Camline State '50, discuss diagram of a process for
improved recovery of a nylon intermediate.
.Prompted by obsolescence and
wearing of equipment, experimental
studies and economic comparisons
were made on the entire process of
isolating dyes. Methods in use called
for crystallization,filter pressing and
tray drying. It was found that a
rotary vacuum filter with a continuous rotary steam tube dryer,air conveyor and a dust collection system
reduced costs about $50,000 a year.

2. Production of sodium silicate was
to be increased substantially, but the
tank-type furnace at the heart of the
process proved a bottleneck. The
furnace design, including exit and

entry ports, was improved, and its
capacity enlarged at a small fraction
of the cost of a new furnace.
With the rapid growth of technological improvements all over the
world and increasing competition,
plant development work assumes
greater and greater status.The Ch.E.
entering such a group at Du Pont
finds a wealth of opportunity for his
skill and ingenuity.
HAVII YOU SEEN "The Du Pont Company and the College Graduate"? Free,
40-page book describes opportunities
fcr men and women with many types
of training. Write: 2521 Nemours Bldg.,
Wilmington, Delaware.

aOCIOrb 12JLOCO8C7CliriliaCJCP7
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER 1.11/1NO
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Entertaining, Informative— Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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Faculty Members Get Leave Maine Teacher Construction Work Resumed
Of Absence For Special Work Authors History On Student Union Building
Of Lumbering

tleorge
Lord. associate director
of the University's Extension Service,
has been granted a leave of absence
for nine months to do special work in
Europe for the Mutual Security Administration.
Mr. Lord is a member of a team of
ten experts who will work under the
sponsorship of the MSA. Their task
will be the study of European agriculture with an increase in the food
supply of that area as its goal. The
group left this country by air April 8.
The team %ill headquarter in Paris
although its work will not be confined
to France, but will extend to several
other countries ‘vhich have requested
assistance.
Mr. Lord, a native of Maine, graduated from the Univeristy in 1924. and
has since been in extension work.

Dr. Irwin B. Douglass, professor
an71 hcad of the Department of Chemistry, has been granted a leave of absence for the coming year.
Dr. John C. Beamesderfer will serve
as acting head of the department.
Dr. Douglass will investigate the
chemical derivatives of potato starch
in an endeavor to disoiver new uses
for this Maine product. The research
will be sponsored by the Maine Institute of Potato Starch lantifacturers.
Work ‘vill be carritd out at the University of Maine through the Departmum of Industrial Cooperation. Dr.
D,:liglass will make his headquarters
in On no.

Prof. Horace Quick will address a
general meeting for Maine Outing
Club members on wed nesday. April
E.er been shot at? It's much easier 23. in the Louis Oakes Room, Library,
to give a little of your blood.
at 7:30 p.m.

Prof. Gregory Baker of the forestry
department has authored a report
titled "One Hundred Years of Lumbering in the State of Maine" 'which
has just been issued in mimeographed
form.
Circulated as No. 11 in a series of
Technical Notes by the forestry department, it is a brief outline of the
history of lumbering in Maine during
the past century.
Copies of the Technical Notes may
be secured from the forestry department.
An article by Dr. William Jeffrey,
assistant professor of history, entitled
"Mitre and Urquiza: A Chapter in the
Organization of the Argentine Republic" will appear as the July issue of
the Drew Studies of Drew University.

Consolidated Constructors, Inc., of
Portland are back on the job at the
Union Building with Richard La
Forge of Hancock in charge as superintendent.
Delivery of steel for the first floor is
promised for May IS, according to
John A. Kibler, Consolidated vice
president, who now hopes the building
will be ready for use by the second
semester next year.
W. H. Owen, representative of
Cram and Ferguson of Boston, architects for the Union, visited the Maine
campus April 7. He reported that the
building incurred no damage during
the winter months.
A meeting was recently held in Boston to discuss the terrazzo colors for
the entrance, the main lobby and
corridor floors, as well as the floor
and wall tile for the rooms which will
be finished under this contract.
Attending were: Raymond H. Fog-

ler, '15, chairman of the Union building committee; Mrs. Helen D. Taylor,
colorist and interior decorator; Parker
G. Cushman, University maintenance
engineer, supervising constuoction;
John T. Doran, representing the architects; and Charles E. Crossland, executive director of the Union Building

Fund.

Howard Keyo Attending
Public Relations Meeting

Orono.
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1 loiAard _V Keyo, director of publicity, is taking part in the program
of the American College Public Relations Association annual convention
being held this week at the Hotel Carter, Cleveland, Ohio. Keyo is the
associate editor of the ACPRA Quarterly, professional journal issued by
time Association.
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Women Are Bridge Champions 1Hotshots To Appear AOC To Sponsor IOCA Conference
Sylvia Sullivan and Irene Ander- men on campus to appear in force in
-41 are the University of Maine's new the tourney next year if for no other
!midge champions, according to an an- reason than the defense of their intelnouncement by Charles O'Connor, lo- lectual honor.
cal tournament director.
About 80 pairs from more than 20
The girls, who were entered in the colleges represented New England this
National Intercollegiate Bridge tournayear in the tournament
ment,friso received honorable mention
in the New England semi-finals.
Russell 11. Peters, former co-pubThis is the first year that women
lisher
of the Bangor Commercial, subhave participated in the final local
tourney here at Maine. Suggesting stituted for Prof. Wayne Jordan, Head
that the victory of Miss Sullivan and of the Department of Journalism, who
Miss Anderson may be a blow to male has been on active duty with the Masuperiority, Mr. O'Connor advised the ri!!- ,rt, Pc:crvc. Washington, D. C.

WANT TO SEE"PAL JOEY?'-HERE'S HOW!
"Pal Joey" is currently Broadway's biggest hit. Lines at the
BroadhurstTheatre all daylong. No seats available for weeks.

At Outdoors Show

The Maine Outirg Club is spoils:m- 1 in Southern Nkine. on the week ei.‘1
jug the spring statewi,te Intercollegi- of April 25, 26, and 27.
The Forestry Department's i
Tentative plans include hiking,
an: Outing Club
Fire Crew will give demonstrations ence this year. The corference w ill he I square dancing, singing, and games.
of fire fighting at the Sportsmen's held at lapin Pooch a Iii•y Scout Cann): Ten Maine colleges have been invited.
Show to be held in the Bangor Audi,
,
, ............
••••••••••••••••••,••••,,
••••
••
•
,
••
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•1
torium April 21 through April 2o.
•
The denumstration will begin with
a firebug who carelessly drops a match
that starts a blaze. The Hotshots will ;
of
extinguish it, demonstrating correct !,
firefighting procedures.
Admits Men and Women
Sonic seventy-five stmlents and Sac- ti
Day,
Evening
and Graduate Programs
ulty- metnhers will participate.

yi ORTHEASTERN
Sir110011,

11
;;
'1

P

Registration ---frivpt. 9-!G. 19.72
Early application is necessary
Bo*TON R. M %SS••AR'S:

:`,Ws SI.

-t,t.:s •

:lett

Mitt Str•et

LAW

•=

45

Cer • • • if you are coming to New York during
JUNE, JULY and AUGUST it will be easy to see this brilliant
rfluskal comedy if you write for reservations NOW. Mail
orders from your college will be given prompt attention.

"A BRILLIANT PROnUCTION!"- ATKINSON, N. Y. Times
"A ROAM SUCCESS!"- LIFE MAGAZINE
"HE YEAR'S MUST ENTERTAMG SHOW!"- ESQUIRE
ff

•
11121e,`",
Music by

RICHARD RODGERS • LORENZ HART • RR O'ilARA

..„,„9111111ENEI.F SEGAL
HAFICLD LANG
Entire

• a,
i•••'; V
k

it

jj

'•, r• •

Prceucfion

Supervised by

ROS:RT ALTON

Eves.: Orch. $6.60; Sok. 54.63, 3.60, 3.00, 2.40.
Mats. Wed. & Sot.: Orch. $3.60, olc. $3.00, 2.40,
1.80, 1.20. Toe Incl. Please list one or more alternate
dates and er,:lose stomped, set or:2rossed envelope.

iJ,

/ TO
ENGINEERING )
STUDENTS:

BROADHURST "THIU:., 239 W. 44 St., N.Y.

Graduating Engineers are offered a great future,
in a great place to live •
by Lockheed Airc raft Corporation
in Southern ,California

never forget!
90 C/)147,-,
-

They' will discuss:
Your
Lockheed Counsellors
will be on the ci:nipus

toadte4
/"•

to talk with you on...
Thorsriay

it's the

April 17

Van Gab

gabardine
sport shirt
by Van Heusen

Your salary at Lockheed.
Your field of engineering at Lockheed.
Yodr training opportunities at Lockheed —and
at major universities in the Los Angeles area.
Your chance for quiek advancement
at Lockheed.
•
The better living conditions for you
in Southern California.
The vast range of recreational opportunities
in Southern California.

Contact your Plicement Officer today for an appointment with

The Van Cab by
Van !Jensen keeps its

• your Lockheed Counsellors

.

smooth feel ,

fresh looks ... roomy size ... Iwcause it's made of a
specially processed rayon that's as washable as you are! Wear
the Van Ileusen•style'd collar open or buttoned ...
with or without a tie. A ear the square-cut tails tucked
into your slacks ... or
left casually out. It's a
-tnuq.have' for
the campus! $5.95

Van Nilsen

6"41.16100,141
.
.
0111 -Saler*
"
11"4
11 1"Mlibirall.""all.
"
41
PIIII 1.11.:,.JoNCS CORP.. NEW

Nillik

I, \

.

P. S. Be sure end ask your Lockheed
Counsellor how Locitteed can help you get art
%chanced degree in engineering'.
-

/Ka
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Burbank, California
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University Receives
Breeder's Award

Music Groups To Perform Sunday

Sunday will be a busy day for four Ensemble will present a program of
Bach, Pezel, and Beethoven of the
For the second time, the University
18th century. The program will also
include works of American composers. of Maine has been awarded the ProThe University Glee Club will pre- gressive Breeder's Award.
sent a 7:45 p.m. Service of Music at
Presented by the Holstein-Friesian
All Souls Church, Bangor.
Association of America, this honor is
the highest award that can be given a
breeder of registered Holstein-Friesian
dairy cattle. The University is one of
the four breeders in Maine to be recognized.

University musical groups.
The University orchestra will give
a concert at 2 p.m. at the Delta Tau
Delta house.
At 4 p.m. in the Carnegie Foyer the
Woodwind Trio assisted by the Brass

A"Sweetheart"

of a Pet

•

FRENCH
I
....
DEFENSE
il$100
BOND i
I
I
NAME

• A Delightful Boudoir Pal
• A Perfect Gift for Your Best Girl.

.. gr.
.

•
such—
and
tests—true,felesquirm;
Strikes
aojective
make me
really trueose Lucky
-tb
firm!
trling's
packed and
But one

Are'

worldly

Barron
David it• of Miami
University

cares

of
baste —
stresscaused
by
Strike
ease tine
worries
Lucky
sootbing
And
taske
smoke a
all in
Just
Thompson
tops 'en"
'That
Peter C•
College
Dartmouth

EARN $1000 THIS
SUMMER

Hair & Scalp Specialists
Bangor. Me.
4 Broad St.
Tel. 5491
Suite 2-.4
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.8:30 p.m. Sat., 11 a.m.-4p.m.

injector shavers!

Here's your opportunity for
pleasant profitable summer
work with a Marshall Field
owned organization. Openings
for college men and women
to assist the director of
CHILDCRAFT work in your
home state. Write Mr. Ralph
W. Labbe, P. 0. Box 484.
Biddeford, Maine. for full
particulars, and for personal
interview on campus.

The Vitalones

.
9

T,

The annual spring banquet of the
All Maine Women will be held
Wednesday, April 23, at 6:15 p.m.
The All Maine Women of 1952-53
will be announced by Jan Pratt, president of the organization, at the beginning of the banquet.
Connie Berry and Martha Pratt are
in charge of the banquet. Mary Snyder
and Jan Boyce are in charge of invitaYour blood may save a hero's life tions.
on the front lines.

HAIR FALLING?

CHOOSE A
.
II
OUR POODLE
i
i FOR
no entry
.
•
.
buy
to
I
I Nothing
bligations•
no o
1 hlan s . •
name you i
the
us
send
i
Order ore or several now. Send check,
.Jvst
bdeqtet.s:
poodle,
a thir,k suits our receives $100 I
a cash or money orccr we pay postage,
name
Winning
4
On!"
C. O. D. plus ocsfuge. SATISF,,Cor
ea.
I
j
4 DeC•SiOn Of
I
TOM GUARANTEED.
..
..
.........
eox 5, MIDWOOD STA.
H. SOKL OF BROOKLYN .:C., N. Y.

'4)

Paul N. Mosher, Penobscot County
Agent for the Agricultural Extension
Service for the past three years, has
been appointed Extension crops specialist.
He succeeds Oscar L. Wyman who
left March 15 to enter private business. Wyman had held the post since
1936.

We offer you a scientific
method of hair and scalp
control; and guarantee improvement by your fourth
treatment.
Free Consultation &
Examination

You'll love hen on sight! The cutest, rnost cuddlesomo
toy poodle you ever lab o eyes on. Eteautikliy created
of real fur .
soft fluffy body, his wooly legs and
alert, pert erpression are a sheer delight. White and
washable hc"I lend indescribable charm to your dressvw1,2re you want
ing teble, dresser, window sill . . .
to place him. A thr:Iling addition to brighten up a
girl's room or school and college do:rritory.

••

If you're not satisfied with
the shaves you're getting,
' youowe it toyourfaceto try

HOLLOW
GROUND
•

e HappyLUCKY!

To

All Maine Banquet
Set For Wednesday

Mosher Succeeds Wyman
As Crops Specialist

Introductory Treatment
For a Limited Time $1.00

In a cigarette, taste
makes the difference—
and Luckies taste better!
The difference between "just smoking" and
really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky ... for two important reasons. First,
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
... fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
Luckies are made to taste better... proved bestmade of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better!
Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!

INJECTOR BLADES
Does your face smart
after shaving? Does lotion
or even cold water sting?
Perhaps you're not
using the right blade!
Usually blades are ground
like a penknife. You have
to "bear down" to shave
clean. PAL's patented
Hollow Ground process
makes "bearing down"
unnecessary. You shave
with a light stroke, so
easy on your face.
No irritation, no burn
A
no smart. Your skin
is left cool as
a teen-ager's.
g'Ut
Best
&a'

/

L.S./M.FT- Lucky Strike
Means Fine Tobacco

for 594
10'0,394 • 6 for 254
in Metal Injectors with
vault for used blades.
Fit your Iniector Razor
perfectly.
eyes,"
in"men's
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out ofohakespeare friends
dld S
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As
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SOMP
match
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Before

When

Douglas Geymertland
Por
University of

0 DOUBLE at SINGLE EDGE
LuCINW
l
PAL a
21 for 490
10 for 254 44 lot 911$

4 fc,r

t

104 in regular pocking.

WWI PAL Gold Thin Double Edge—
same low prices
PAL GUARANTIII —Buy a park of PALS
in the type you prefer. Use one, two or
every blade in the pock. If you don't
agree that PALS shove you better, return
the dispenser for full refund.
OF (Art Jitrrytts

theaceo--erralr

AMERICA'S LRADING MANUFACTURER OF CICIARETTIS
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Bea4cf,r,14 Bear Pastimers To Meet Huskies Saturday
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2-53
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BY DANA WARREN

Bear NetSquad
To Meet UConns
In Opening Tilt
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vita-
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The disappearance of snow on the
campus during the spring recess has
allowed the seasonal athletic teams to
begin outside workouts. The varsity
track, baseball, golf, and tennis squads
have all been working hard in the open
air in preparation for the first compeBY PERLESTON BERT, JR.
tition of their regular schedules.
BY KEITH RUFF
The
varsity tennis team will open
Hal Westerman has issued the call
Beaten by Bowdoin in their
for spring football practice and about its regular schedule Thursday, April
first regular season start, the
65 mud-runners have been hard at it 24, against The University of ConMaine Varsity Baseball team will
since last week. The workouts are
necticut at Storrs.
journey
to Boston for a Saturday
purely voluntary and Coach WesterCoach Garland B. Russell announced
clash with Northeastern Univerman is working the men primarily on
that five members have been added to
sity.
fundamentals. Of the total number who
the squad since it returned from the
The team will leave Friday noon
reported, most are new men or freshsouthern trip. They are Hugo Cross,
and spend the night in Portsmouth,
men. Many of the varsity lettermen
Bob Irish, Mark Lieberman, Richard
New Hampshire. They will go on to
are busy playing spring sports. SenMarr, and Arthur Traub.
Boston Saturday for the afternoon
iors Bob Whytock, Harry Richardson,
The entire 15-man team has been
game.
and Gordon Pendleton are assisting
practicin
g
daily
both
indoors
and
outCoaches Westerman and Hollway.
Coach Harold "Tubby" Raymond
doors in preparation for the coming
said Wednesday morning that he had
Coach Tubby Raymond's varmatch with Connecticut.
no advance information on what kind
sity pastimers posted a fine recAlthough the Pale Blue squad lost
of a team Northeastern will field this
ord on the southern trip. The
.7-"--',..gibistiatitaltioratallr its four southern matches, Russell said
year.
squad won three, tied one and
Lettermen goller
to r.) John Gowan, Connie Bosworth,
that the trip was "very successful as
lost two while showing plenty of
Raymond will name either Jack
Capt.
George
Shute, and Bob McMahon shiver in cold weather
training" for the inexperienced Maine
stick power. They knocked in a
Christie
or Jack Butterfield to start
as
they
prep
for
opening
match
against
Rhode Island and Connetmen.
total of 59 runs and held their
against the Huskies.
necticut
next
Monday
Tuesday
and
.
Photo
by
Crosby
The southern matches were the first
opponents to 34. Dave Wiggin
Christie, a 5'8", 165 pound right
the
squad
had
played
outdoors
this
led in the hit department with 15
hander,
was captain and star guard of
season.
And for all but Capt. Bill Bird
for 30. Al Hackett was tops in
the basketball team. Butterfield, a
was
it
the
first
time
against
top
RBI's. He belted home eight
promising lefty, was outstanding on
runs against George Washington flight college competition. Despite
both
offense and defense for Hal WesUniversity including 2 circuit these handicaps, Russell said he was
terman's
undefeated football squad last
impresse
by
d
the performance of the
trips.
fall.
entire team and especially by its conThe Pale Blue Sailing Club scored
Coach Charlie Emery's varsity golfThe varsity tennis squad, though tinued improvem
Bowdoin, defending Maine State
ent.
victories over Bowdoin and Babson ers get their
beaten in all four southern contests,
Series baseball champions, got enough
first
taste
of
competiti
on
Scores of the matches were Univer- in two Boston events this past week
improved steadily during the competiruns in the first inning to spoil the
sity of Maryland 9 Maine 0, U. S. end. It was the first time the Maine on Saturday in the Annual Brunswick
tion. The first two teams on their
Black Bear's opener. Four Polar Bear
Naval Academy 9 Maine 0, George men had guided their boats across the Pro-Am Tournament. Monday the
schedule, Navy and the University of
counters came in the initial frame on
Washington University 8 Maine 1, and Bay State waters this year.
linksmen will meet Rhode Island at a couple
Maryland, were rated numbers three
of free passes, a balk and a
Catholic University 9 Maine 0.
Saturday, the Maine dinghies gar- Kingston. Tuesday they will face two-base knock. Maine starter. Bud
and four in the East. The team won a
Russell also mentioned that another nered 34 points in a Mystic River Connecticut
total of 148 games on the trip while
Simmons. issued ten walks and four
at Storrs.
southern
tennis trip was being planned quadrangular meet, finishing 3rd bewinning only one individual match.
About 15 candidates reported early hits in his six-inning stint.
for next year with possible matches hind Middlebury and Tufts while edgLouis Audet, on the mound for the
The sophomore owls and eagles held
this week for the play-offs which will
against 'Wilson Teachers college in ing out Babson.
Polar
Bears, gave up only three hits.
their annual novelty basketball contest
determine the Varsity team. Included
Washington, D. C., American univerOn the following day, the Pale Blue are five veterans from last year's Yan- Two of Maine's safeties were by
just prior to vacation. Looking at the
sity in Washington, D. C., and Wash- skippers rolled
up 31 points in a kee Conference and State Series center-fielder Al Hackett. Both were
final score, the big grudge battle could
ington college in Washington, Mary- Charles River
pantagonal, finishing champions; Capt. George Shute; state singles. Final score of the contest was
well have been a baseball game. The
land.
4th behind MIT, Tufts, and Middle- collegiate champion, John Gowen; Bowdoin 8, Maine 2.
Eagles won 13-6. The owls were
The annual southern trip was inau- bury with Bowdoin crossing the finish Connie Bosworth,
Disappointed by his team's openinghemmed-in all the way and were unable
Walt Hewins, and
Bob McMahon. Coach Emery will game showing, Coach Raymond is
to swish the net when the girls put the gurated at Maine by former coach of line last.
pressure on. Maybe the boxing gloves tennis Dr. G. William Small.
Howie Ainsworth, Al Parker, Bob name three more men to make up the planning to juggle his line-up for the
Chase, Ken Boehner, Carl Daiber, eight-man squad that will compete at Northeastern game. Raymond dethe boys were forced to wear hamclined to say just what changes were
Louis Hilton, and Horace MacMahon Brunswick.
pered the hook-shot artists.
made the trip south.
Probably the top athletic event this
The club faces a ten match schedule in the offing.
spring is the State Track Meet which
Organized on campus this year, the including the open meet to be played "The team that we have will not be
a loser," said the coach, who indiwill be held here May 10. Faculty
club is now on probation while their at Brunswick this Saturday.
Grads won the campus intramural records
cated
that he would not hesitate to
Manager of Athletics Ted Curtis is at
are being checked. If standard
The team has been practicing daily
shake up the squad until a winning
present busy making preparations for basketball championship by taking a requirements are met, it will be recog- as weather
permits since the return combinat
ion could be found.
the event and considerably more than 74 to 66 game from Phi Eta Kappa nized as an official activity in 1953. from
spring
recess. Coach Charlie
According to Raymond, too many
the excitement of a four-way meet is prior to spring vacation.
Emery, golf pro at the Penobscot
walks and a couple of costly errors
Trailing 18-20 at the first quarter, Coach Garland Russell has anin the wind. Bowdoin is usually the
Valley Country Club, reported that the
hurt Maine's chances early in the
big contender for the championship Grads took a 36-33 • half-time lead, nounced that all men interested in try- course
is in better shape now than it Bowdoin
stretched it to 65-50 at the third peri- ing out for the freshman tennis
contest. There is room for
against the Pale Blue.
team usually is at this time of year.
a lot more improvement in the pitchThe varsity golf team, last year's od, and won finally by the eight-point should report to the Memorial Gym
Golf became a major sport here last ing department with control
Yankee Conference champs, open their spread.
being one
Friday, April 18, at 4 p.m. The frosh
year when the team won its first simul- of the chief sore spots.
10 match schedule at Bowdoin SaturHigh individual totals for the game have several matches scheduled for
Coach Raymond noted that since a
day. Coach Charlie Emery's squad, were Lefty Clark's 23 points for Phi this spring, and Coach Russell empha- taneous victories in YC and State
Series competition.
team must produce runs to win ball
with five returning veterans, looks Eta and Carl Sawyer's 22 points for sized the fact that the yearlings should
games, a lot of emphasis will be placed
good for a repeat performance of State Grads.
start working out as soon as possible.
on
team batting practice.
Series and YC champions.
Potentially, the Pale Blue is a good
We were glad to hear that
hitting club.
Coach Rome Rankin is back from
the ho-pital and fully reco,cred
Austin Thompson (PKS), Charles
an operation during spring
Hussey (Dunn Hall), and Gorham
aration. Jim Bradley, USMC,
Hussey (PMD) are the new campus
who played varsity basketball
BY LORRIE SICOLFTELD
Phi Eta Kappa tops the fraternities
under Coach Rankin here two
Phi Kappa Sigma was high in foot- champions in the intramural wrestling
competiti
on.
The
in
total points compiled toward the ball with 65 points. Sigma Chi was
volleyball practice schedule
seasons ago is also well on the
recovery road according to a let- Benjamin C. Kent intramural trophy. tops in winter sports with 32/
1
2 points. The final bouts were held in the for dormitory teams has been posted.
ter written by him to Phil Dennis
Three more championships will alter gymnasium during the week prior to Four practices are required for tournaRecent totals released by intramural
ment participation. Girls receiving
of SAE. Bradley was accidental- sports director Hal Woodbury show the total points when the spring sched- spring vacation.
team
credit in basketball must have at
ly wounded by gunshot in French Phi Eta to have earned 3271
In the heavyweight class, Thompson
/
2 points in ule of volleyball, softball, and tennis
least
two
practices. Games will begin
Morocco several weeks ago.
is
complete
d.
intramural football, basketball, winter
defeated Charles Saboites of Corbett
next
week.
The old Grads moved a little too sports, wrestling, track, and handball. Team
Hall.
Charles Hussey beat Dom Macri
P's.
Team
Pts.
Badminton ladders have been placed
fast for the Phi Eta Kappa fraternity
Clean sweeps in track and basketball PEK
327%
SAE
147 of Corbett Ilan in the 160-165 pound in the
dormitories, and games may
champs the week prior to vacation. and a second place in football gave the PMD
249
TEP
133 class. Gorham Hussey defeated Fred be played
at any of the times listed.
The Grads became campus champions Phi Etas most of their points. For KS
238
SPE
1301/
3 Tarr of Phi Eta Kappa in the 155- Five
games
are necessary for W.A.A.
basketball they received 155 points, PGD
by defeating Phi Eta.
160
pound class.
236%
TC
120
credit.
A couple of varsity skiers were still track gave them 66, and football 50. PK S
208
TKE
114
The Red Cross Senior Lifesaving
Phi Mu Delta, second in the stand- SC
at it over vacation. Bob Irish and
l89%
AGR
110
Gordon Pendleton, P.Ile Blue grid and Instructors'
course began last
Grady Erickson placed well towards ings with 249 points, garnered 53 points ATO
164%
LCA
91U standout, w ill he the f 1 hall coach at week at the
YMCA pool in Bangor.
the top in open competition at King- for winning the handball title and re- BTP
158%
DID
11/
3 Lawrence High S•hool in Fairfield Twenty-two students
are participating
field.
ceived 20 for wrestling.
SN
157
next fall.
in the program.

Bowdoin Wins
Over Pale Blue
In Series Opener

Pale Blue ScoresiGolfers Oppose
AtSailing Meet Rhody, UConns

nd
fe

Grad Team Wins
Basketball Title

9

?4

0
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with
ides.
tazor

PAW
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Phi Eta Is Fraternity Leader
In Race For Intramural Trophy

Three Campus Mat
Champions Decided

Women's Sports
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University Calendar

!President Hauck
I Names Committee
For Commencement

THURSDAY,APRIL 17
MONDAY,APRIL 21
7 p.m.—Tumbling, Women's Gym
7 p.m.—Panhellenic Sing, Women's
7 p.m.—Owls, Carnegie Committee
Gym
Room
7 p.m.—Volleyball, Men's Gym
7:15 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
TUESDAY,APRIL 22
15 Coburn
4 p.m.—Politics and International
9:30 p.m.—Panhellenic Council,
Relations Club, Little Theatre
Carnegie Committee Room
p.m.—Sigma
5
Pi Sigma, Louis
FRIDAY, APRIL 18
Room
Oakes
7 p.m.—Hillel Service, Louis
7 p.m.—Volleyball, Men's Gym
Oakes Room
8 p.m.—Panhellenic Formal,
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club,
Men's Gym
Women's Gym
SATURDAY,APRIL 19
7 p.m.—General Senate, Carnegie
8 p.m.—Junior Class Talent Show,
Committee Room
Men's Gym
8 p.m.—Pack and Pine, 11 Coburn
SUNDAY, APRIL 20
WEDNESDAY,APRIL 23
8,9, 10,11 a.m.—Catholic Services, 6 p.m.—All Maine Women,
Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel
Banquet, Estabrooke Upstairs
Dining Room
9 a.m.—Episcopal Services,
6:30 p.m.—Kappa Phi Kappa,
Canterbury House
11 a.m.—Protestant Services,
North Estabrooke
7 p.m.—Rehearsal, Music Night,
Little Theatre
4 p.m.—Hillel Meeting, Carnegie
Men's Gym
7:30 p.m.—M.O.C., Louis Oakes
Committee Room
7 p.m.—M.C.A., Louis Oakes Room
Room

University Society
BY FN DION

Although last week was short, two musical selections.
President Arthur A. Hauck has
announced the members of the 1952 groups found time to whip up parties THE ROUNDUP
Commencement Committee, under the for Saturday evening.
Roped: Norma Drake to John Macchairmanship ot Philip J. Brockway, Sigma Nu threw a Bums' Brawl donald, Delta Tau; Margaret MurDirector of Student Aid and Place- with 50 couples attending. The house, ray to Al Pease, Phi Kap ; Faith Taythrough the efforts of "Humphrey" lor to Karl Burton, Sigma Nu.
ment, as follows:
Corralled: Jo Ames to Bob Chase;
Richard C. Dolloff, class of '27, Hamilton and his committee, was
Mary Helen Oak to Cadet Allan
turned
into
Row
a
real
with
Skid
picCounty Agent Leader; Cecil Howes,
Thorne, Waco, Texas; Mary Howe,
'41, associate professor of Poultry tures on the walls to carry out the
Manchester, N. H., Institute of Arts
theme.
There
was
group
singing
and
Husbandry; Francis S. McGuire, '31,
Sciences, to Asher Kneeland, Jr.;
and
pictures
were
group.
taken
Mr.
of
the
Director of plant and facilities; Howe
Anna
Whited to Lt. Joseph W. Mcand
Mrs.
John F. Witter and Mr.
Hall, '14, associate professor of RoColl,
Ft.
Lawton, Washington.
and
Mrs.
Harold
L.
Chute
chapermance Languages; Vernon C. Elsoned.
Lynn Hatch to Steve
Branded:
more, '48, manager of men's and
family housing; Velma K. Oliver, '25, The Sig Eps held their annual Log- Clark.
manager of Woman's housing; Mar- gers' Brawl dance. Old clothes were
jorie E. Reed, Foods Supervisor; the order of the evening with 60
Civil Engineers Meet
Greg Nfacfarlan, '52, president of sen- couples attending. Ron Schutt, Al
ior class; Jeanne Frye, '52, represen- Keith, Bub Pert, and Roger Gould
The spring conference of the Maine
tative of senior class and All-Maine entertained with a number of circus Section of the American Society of
Women; Mrs. Bette Kilpatrick, '42, acts. In addition, pledges Dana Bag- Civil Engineers was held in the Louis
assistant Alumni Secretary, and Don- gett, Paul Mudgett, Bill Otis, Jack Oakes room of the New Library last
ald V. Taverner, '43, Alumni Secre- Jordan, and Wes Keene headed by Thursday. About fifty members of
tary.
Al Axly presented a skit aid several the Society attended.
•

IIILLSOX ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of April 14, 1952
To

"Flutter" Flod
For winning the interpretive reading contest
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 647

A wonderful case of
"dual personality"

ARROW GABANARO

The amazing height I
of Remington Feeny
Remington Feeny's money went to his feet.
Being extremely cautious, he hid his money in
his shoes so he could always keep it with him.
By the time he was 48, he was nine feet tall.

IT'S A LOAF SHIRT

IT'S A DATE SHIRT

GABANARO is
amazingly comfortable either way, thanks
to Arrow's revolutionary ARAFOLD collar.
Fine, washable rayon gabardine. Wide
range of popular colors.

>>>,ARROW
SHIRTS • Till • SPORTS SHIRTS • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS

Money can be used to grow on,but not necessarily by Mr. Feeny's method. For instance,
more than 1,100,000 people have shown their
faith in the future of the Bell Telephone System
by investing their money in it. About one-fifth
of them are Bell employees who bought stock
through a payroll savings plan.
It takes both money and people to keep the
Bell System growing and improving to meet
our country's telephone needs. That's why college men with the right qualifications can find
luteiesting opportunities with us—in engineering, research, operating and administration.
Your campus placement office will be glad
to give you more information.

BILL TILIPHONI SWIM
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